**KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN**

**DANGER**

Net Contents: 250 US Gallons

**FIRST AID**

**IF IN EYES:** Take off contoured clothing, Rinses skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 to 20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.

**IF INHALED:** Hold eye open and if there is a strong smell or gas with water for at least 15 minutes. If not in the hospital, follow the procedure below. Continue suctioning. If the patient needs medical attention, give the patient airway, breathing, and circulation (ABC) treatment immediately. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.

**IF SWALLOWED:** Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

**BURNS:** Move person to fresh air, I/P breathing if not breathing. Give \\n
**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:

• If swallowed, take water for 15 - 20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

• If inhaled, follow the procedure below. Continue suctioning. If the patient needs medical attention, give the patient airway, breathing, and circulation (ABC) treatment immediately. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**ENVIRONMENTAL BID RATES**

For small spills, flush with copious amounts of water. Do not discharge effluent containing these products into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans, or public water supplies. These products are specifically identified and addressed in a NDFG permit. Do not discharge effluent containing these products to sewer systems without previously notifying the sewage plant authority. For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional office of the USEPA Environmental Protection Agency.